Dear Professor,

I hope this new semester is off to a great start! I wanted to follow up with you about an email you received from me in the fall about Baltimore City Teaching Residency (BCTR). As part of the TNTP Teaching Fellows network, BCTR is dedicated to recruiting and training recent graduates from all fields to become excellent teachers in Baltimore’s schools. I wanted to reach out to you again as your seniors may be starting to think about their plans after graduation.

Our program is specifically designed for individuals without a background in education but who are searching for an opportunity to serve the students in our most underserved communities. Residents will start teaching at the beginning of the 2020-21 school year and receive a full-time teacher salary while they work towards obtaining their teaching certification.

As an educator yourself, I’m hoping you’ll be able to help me identify students who could be exceptional future teachers! Would you be willing to share our information with your students or anyone in your network who you think would be an exceptional teacher? Please feel free to pass along my email address and direct people to our website.

In Service,
Jamila

Jamila Syed
Recruitment Associate
Baltimore City Teaching Residency
jamila.syed@tntp.org | tntp.org
(844) 884-9711 ext. 712

What can 4,000 students teach us about school? Read The Opportunity Myth.
facebook • linkedin • twitter • blog

---

**After graduation, how will you launch a high-impact career in Baltimore?**

Historically, high-need students in Baltimore have not had equal access to an education that adequately prepares them for college and career. Baltimore City Teaching Residency trains recent college graduates to become exceptional, certified, elementary school teachers. Our fast-paced six-week summer training program focuses on the essential skills that teachers need most to start strong. Residents will repeatedly practice foundational classroom management and instructional techniques, receive direct feedback from skilled coaches, and must pass a series of evaluations to be eligible to start teaching in the fall.

**Do you have what it takes to join this elite group of educators?**
Learn more and apply here – our application deadline is February 25th.